Part 1 – Game Management
Pre-game and Post-game Management
Time Management during Game
Control of Game

Part 2 – Rules Knowledge and Application
Knowledge of the Rules
Application of the Rules
Judgment
Consistency

Part 3 - Mechanics
Positioning
Hand Signals and Communication
Hustle

Part 4 – Uniform and Appearance
Uniform Appearance
Physical Appearance

Part 5 – Comportment
Demeanor and Professionalism
Verbal Communication Skills
Teamwork

Was the official active in pre-game activities and duties with the rest of the crew?
Does the official employ the “play-on” technique properly?
Does the official have a strong grasp of offsides?
Does the official understand responsibility for counts based on position on the field?
Does the official understand the concept of “Advantage/Disadvantage?”
Does the official recognize and call any necessary player safety calls?
Does the official understand the importance of communication to players and coaches and use it to properly manage the game?
Does the official practice good preventative officiating by using the proper tools and techniques?
Does the official have a solid grasp of 3 man mechanics and proper positioning on the field?
Does the official show purposeful movement on the field?
Does the official show and have a strong understanding of areas of responsibility? (on/off ball)
Does the official show and use solid hand signals throughout the game?
Is the official dressed in a complete uniform that is clean and neat in appearance?
Is the official in good physical condition?
Does the official carry himself in a respectful and professional manner?
Can the official adjust his officiating depending on the level of play?